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Chairman’s Letter
Five of us attended the National AGM at Winchester in the Spring. There were fewer
lectures this year but we enjoyed Roy Lancaster’s talk on the final evening. For me the
most interesting outing was to Longstock Water Park part of the John Lewis Estate. The
gardens were immaculate and very atmospheric. We also visited the Harold Hillier Arboretum. The current Mr Hillier is so impressed by the work by Plant Heritage that he
himself guided one group and used his most senior staff as guides for others. It’s a long
walk round and it rained and hailed as we admired the blossoming trees!
Next year’s National AGM will be in Norfolk and we hope to arrange our Holiday visit
to coincide. This will give our members a chance to see how a National AGM is organised.
Yvonne and I attended the Cannington College Awards Evening and gave Helen Poyntz
the £100 Bursary from Somerset Plant Heritage. She wrote a nice thank you by email.
We managed to talk to some of the Staff regarding the Cannington College Plant Fair
which was so badly attended this year. They hope to have a different format next year.
Most of our outside Plant Sales have gone well this year especially Lower Severalls and
Taunton Show. The weather was undoubtedly a factor. A new venue was Yeo Valley
which was also a success and we hope to be asked again next year. We are discussing
what we can do to help attendance at Copse Hall—last year we were almost flooded out
and this year somewhat hot. We are all getting older and can’t ‘do what we used to’!
Please talk to us if you feel you can help—it shouldn’t be the Committee which does
everything. We rely on these sales for our income.
I understand that some of you do not feel that you need to know anything about our
National Collections. We are in existence as a Group to help conserve endangered
plants. PLEASE read up and learn what these Collections are, where they are and who
keeps them so that you can explain to anyone who asks you what Plant Heritage does. If
the Collections go so do we!
I hope you all managed to find time during out lovely summer to relax and enjoy yourselves.
Mary Sephton
Email
We have 200+ members and only 74 email addresses. If you would like to be informed of
extra events and opportunities, please contact : web@plantheritagesomerset.org.uk
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Visit to Mill Cottage Plants July 2013

H. involucrata‘Yokudana’

Our visit followed Sally’s talk to us when she explained the different types of
Hydrangea and showed us some very good photographs. So it was interesting to see them
in situ as well as all the other fascinating and unusual plants. Some of the more unusual
ones were the serrata types. H. ‘Hallasan’ has pink florets and deep blue central flowers
which grows to about 24” high and wide while H ‘Beni-yama is taller at 5’, starts chalk
white then flushes to red, with red leaves in autumn.
H. involucrata ‘Yokudana’ has more fertile flowers than other lacecaps. Its buds open
cream and apricot, an unusual colour for hydrangeas. Some plants were in big half barrels
grown in acid soil in order to enjoy their blue colouring. One of my favourites is Hydrangea arborescens ‘Annabelle’. This is widely available but spectacular and easy to grow
from cuttings. We also saw specimens of H. asperens, macrophylla and paniculata.
So many forms from which to choose—even one with variegated foliage,
H. macrophylla ‘Quadricolour’. If only I had acid soil so that I could grow the blue ones!
Mary Sephton

Somerset Collection Coordinators Report
Unfortunately Noni has been unable to prepare a report for the newsletter as she
hasn’t been well recently.
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Visit to Amsterdam
We set out in Spring sunshine on our usual reliable Bakers Dolphin coach, driven by Michael, the best
coach driver and trusty companion one could hope for on any adventure. From the Dover ferry we travelled across Northern France, Belgium and much of Holland to arrive at our hotel in Ijmuiden. This was
a large hotel, half empty in the weak sunshine and somewhat chilly air blowing from the North Sea,
surrounded by sand dunes, scattered with WW2 bunkers and with a Bunker Museum to attract visitors as
we approached our destination. It was closed and looked rather as though its last visitors might have
ventured in half way through the last century - but it was only the end of April, after all. The hotel
turned out to be comfortable and welcoming, so everyone settled in for a much needed night's sleep.
Unfortunately and unbeknown to us until the next
morning, one of our members had had a serious
mishap and had been taken to hospital with a very
nasty head wound and broken femur. Once we had
ascertained that she was receiving excellent treatment
at the Rotes Kreuz hospital in a neighbouring town,
we set out for Keukenhof Gardens, after a detour via
the hospital to drop off necessities for Sue, our injured friend, whom we found her usual cheerful and
stalwart self, comfortable and grateful for the
excellent medical care she was receiving.
Roy Cheek, our guide for the tour, led the way
around Keukenhof, a big park with trees and water
Keukenhof
and lots of beds cut out of the lawns with massed
tulips and other bulbs, hyacinths, muscari in several varieties, scillas and fritillaries. Because of the very
cold Spring, only the early tulips were flowering, with smaller bulbs and hyacinths, so some bulbs had
been hastily planted in flower to help create the wow factor of massed colour and flower forms, which is
Keukenhof''s speciality .The display is mounted each year by the bulb growers to advertise their latest
developments and varieties of tulips and other bulbs. As Roy pointed out, in English parks, the tulips
grow through massed forget-me-nots, but here they grow through rivers of muscari, a bulb which has
been developed and hybridised by the growers to produce some stunning new cultivars with the flowers
shading through different blues to be capped with white. It was a pity the season was so far behind, for
in a usual Spring, the views of the tulip beds o'ercapped with the snowy flowers of the great white cherry
are breathtaking.
I was surprised to learn that Keukenhof is only open for two months of the year. When the trees are in
full summer leaf it is too shady for the grass and plants, so the lawns are resown every autumn and the
beds dug out, the top soil with its thousands of muscari bulbs is removed and replaced with fresh soil,
ready for replanting at the end of summer.
There were also several very large pavilions: one was packed with tulips of every colour, a sensation
overload, but fulfilling the purpose of displaying the new varieties and some ever popular old favourites,
all clearly labelled so that visitors could place their orders for next season in the little growers' kiosks
dotted around the park; another housed a superb display of orchids and a third with a florists' themed
area. The theme this year was Britain. I was expecting to see lots of roses, but didn't see one; Gerberas
and exotic foliage were everywhere. I must be getting old, but I couldn't see the interpretation of the
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theme at all!
The group then went on to Leiden University Botanic
Garden, the Hortus Botannicus,which was well laid out,
with the great beds set out with plants from the collection of Clusius, the first scientific director in 1594 and
that of Clutius, (no, they weren't twins!), the first
technical director or curator. Clusius had collected many
bulbs which were almost unknown in the Netherlands tulip bulbs. Soon tulip fever was to break out in the
cities of the Netherlands and then Europe, with a single
tulip bulb being worth several years’ salary!
Keukenhof Pavilion
Overlooking Clusius beds stand great glasshouses containing Cycads, plants which have not changed in 160 million
years and whose bark is rock hard so that they can even withstand fire, which, in fact, strengthens them,
and carnivorous plants, familiar to our group from the spectacular plants from the National Collection of
our very own Nigel Hewitt-Cooper. Nearby, stands a Laburnum tree, planted in 1601 and seen as a strong
tree by Rembrandt, who was not born when it was planted. Who would have thought that the humble laburnum could be so long lived? I shall look at mine with new respect! The nearby Gingko Biloba, the Maidenhair tree, dates from 1785 and is among the oldest of its species in Europe. It is particularly unusual in that
it is a male tree onto which a female branch was grafted successfully in 1935. It is surprising what you can
do with a living fossil!
The Hortus specialises in ferns from S.E. Asia. The most spectacular, angiopteris evecta, stands 6 metres
tall, a giant of some age, for it only grows a few centimetres each year, Some ferns had swollen, hollow
rhizomes in which ants live. They receive shelter and food and in return protect their host. The stag’s-horn
fern also has developed an interesting aid to survival. Its brown leaves like crumpled wrapping paper, make
up a shell where water and other nutrients collect: a living flowerpot! How natty is that and who said
plants have no intelligence?
In a neighbouring greenhouse there grows the Amorphophallus genus, the most spectacular being the Titan
Arum. It takes 15 years to flower and then performs for only 2 days and nights, its spadix measuring two
and a half metres in height. It wastes no time as it sets about attracting every insect about. It exudes a smell
of rotting flesh, (perfume to flies!), is 15 degrees warmer than its environment (very cosy) and to top it all
it emits infrared light! Must be the ultimate 'come and get me' plant for an insect, which little realises it is
serving the arum's ends more than its own. Not surprisingly, many in the group found the ferns the most
fascinating part of the Hortus.
The Japanese garden is a legacy of a German doctor, Philipp Franz van Siebold, who was in Dutch service
on an artificial island off the Japanese mainland. He was not allowed to leave, so his servants brought him
fodder from the mainland for his goats. Von Siebold studied these plants and became a keen collector of
Hortensias and Wisterias. His first shipment of plants back to The Netherlands, 160 years ago, the first and
original introductions, can be seen labelled with a sign in Japanese characters. Many of us have the slug
proof giant hosta, sieboldii elegans, in our gardens.
Finally, the Systematic garden has 33 neatly set out beds. Linnaeus brought order into the chaos of plant
classification in the 18th century, with his worldwide recognised naming system for plants. DNA research
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is able to delve further than Linnaeus was able to go, revealing new and different relationships, so now the
Systematic garden reflects this arrangement. Leiden, a lovely small town with beautiful architecture and
the still reflective water of its canals adding to its beauty which seems to exude an atmosphere of academia
and erudition reminds me very much of Cambridge,. which also has a fine Hortus Botannicus.
The next morning we went to the Hortus Bulborum at Limmen, This houses a National Collection of Van
Tol tulips, the first varieties brought to the Netherlands from Turkey and Asia Minor, along with other
species tulips and the Rembrandt flamed and feathered blooms familiar from Old Master paintings. It is
run by volunteers, mostly retired nurserymen. Whenever new varieties are bred, bulbs are donated to act
as a reserve collection. When we were there, two volunteers were checking bulbs in the ground for virus
and eliminating any that were suspect.
We then went to Frankendael formal garden for lunch and
then to the centre of Amsterdam to the Museum Van Loon.
This was a beautifully furnished canal-side home of several
generations of the family who still own it and who are and
were at the centre of commercial and aristocratic life. A
silver dinner service, the most beautiful staircase balustrade
in brass I have ever seen and at the back a lovely town garden with a pink Magnolia stellata and other choice shrubs.
On our last day in Amsterdam we were treated to a lovely
trip by boat around the canals. The weather was good and it
was most enjoyable to see the town from a different perspective - from the water, with its houseboats adorned with
lovingly tended miniature gardens, all grown in pots.

Mary & Yvonne enjoying the view of the river

We then went on to the Amsterdam Botanic garden, a very nice, small but well laid out garden. After a
quick lunch, some of us went on to the newly reopened Reyksmuseum to see the Vermeer paintings and
Rembrandt's 'Night Watch', the Dutch treasure which vies with the Mona Lisa for fame. Some went to find
the Flower Market, trying in vain to keep up with Roy, who was pushing Midge in her wheelchair at a fair
m.p.h., and who were eventually found by Pauline, on a cafe terrace by the Flower Market, drinking tea
and enjoying Dutch cake.
We all returned safely, the main group on the coach entertained by Roy with his videos of different
varieties of butterfly and safely driven by Michael, to whom we had to say goodbye and thank you on the
A303. A relief driver got us safely home despite a diversion, as he had a coach load of passengers who
knew the side roads and most of whom were awake!
Our grateful thanks to Pauline for putting together a good tour once again as well as tending to Sue and
arranging her transport home by ambulance, which turned out to be a Dutch one through the Tunnel to
Kent, then an English one to Weston Hospital. She is now recovered sufficiently to walk her dog without
mishap, after a summer spent largely recuperating in the sunshine. All's well that ends well, as Shakespeare
said!

Maureen Hudson
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Treasurer’s Report
We have sent a donation to HQ this year of £500 with a request that it be used to help with collection
holders expenses (petrol) for less well off counties. I wish to thank David Victor for waiving his fee for
imparting all those wonderful facts on cranesbills, storkbills and pelicanbills last March. The group are
also fortunate that Pauline does not claim travel to London for council meetings. This good luck helps to
offset the bad luck of our gazebo collapsing in high wind at Cannington ( I suggested they cancel and stay
home, but bad weather forecast does not stop our plant sale team). As we have committed ourselves to
hosting the AGM in 2015 it will be comforting for me to know we have reasonable reserves in case of
things not going according to plan..
I wish to praise one of our regular advertisers Avon Bulbs; I bought Dahlias from them this year. In the
past I have used Winchester growers, the Nat Coll Holders. The cuttings were the same price but Avon
Bulbs sent theirs out mid May not early April, consequently they were 4 times the size, big strong plants
in 4" pots rather than just rooted cuttings in 1.5"pots. I was well pleased.
Those of you who like visiting village open garden days may be interested in the site "open gardens" for
next year which was started by someone frustrated because of the difficulty of finding when these were
happening. If your village is opening next year please put it in there. I try to go to them all if I can find out
when they are. It has been Mother’s and my favourite occupation for years: www.opengardens.co.uk.

Penny Berry

Report from our National Council Representative
Having missed the Spring meeting due to our trip to Amsterdam, I was interested to hear the following
points made in matters arising.
Education - Since we as a group have always addressed this aspect in our choices of speakers in meetings and, just recently, by giving an annual bursary for a student at Cannington College (which was very
gratefully received), I was pleased to see that, following points raised by Sandra Tognarelli from Surrey
Group, the Education Committee is to reconvene on October 1st. Education and publicity go hand in hand,
so perhaps groups could do even more by working in local schools. Education is returning to the idea that
it is important for pupils to understand the sources of the food they eat and the processes involved in bringing it to the table. Children are very aware of the beauty and value of wild plants and flowers. We could do
more, perhaps even to support RHS projects active in this sphere among education bodies and allotmenteers. My suggestion of car stickers (cf National Trust) and biodegradable bags with the Plant Heritage
Logo, among other ideas was noted and the need for more publicity would be considered.
I was pleased to hear that Gift Aid can be claimed on donations of plants. Our own treasurer is concerned
about the administration of this, which is understandable - the book-keeping could be horrendous! Surrey
is currently trialling the process and Genevieve Melbourne Webb is checking if there are new rules for
donations under £100, which most plant donations are.
The main problem for Plant Heritage is lack of funds. The total amount raised from the 35th Anniversary
Appeal from the Longstock event,donations, gift aid recovery, sponsorship, competitions and National
Collections Open Days so far totals £26,685. This is more or less the amount of the deficit of £27,000 for
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which the Charity is heading this year, despite expense cutting at headquarters. This is extremely
worrying, for we cannot run another appeal next year and our 3,922 members individually, and via
their groups, are already working very hard to raise funds. Group donations had been boosted this
year by a £10,000 legacy left to the North-East group, but this follows a year in which almost no
legacies had been received. Lesley Cuneen from Norfolk had suggested that staff costs should be
listed under their particular responsibilities instead of being listed as one large lump sum. That way,
groups and individuals could see better where the money raised was going and judge for themselves
the merits and results of the work, helping them to direct their funds and maybe fund raise with new
impetus and enthusiasm. Our Group already directs donations from its funds to Headquarters to a
particular purpose or aspect of the Charity's work, instead of just letting it sink into the general
administrative fund, which should be tailored to meet running costs from HQ's large majority share
of members subscriptions. There is so much more the Charity needs and wants to do, but more
income is needed to do it. More publicity, more public recognition of the work of the charity and
getting the public enthused for the work of conservation of cultivated plants in practical ways will
certainly help.
One brilliant brainwave the Charity has had on this score is the concept of Plant Guardianship, a
way for members to conserve small numbers of Threatened Plants, without the need to have a
whole National Collection. To join go to http://www.nccpg.com/Support-us/How-to-Join.aspx or
contact the Plant Heritage office by email on collections @plantheritage.org.uk or telephone 01483
447540 to obtain your Plant Guardian number and register in the scheme.
Plants can only be registered in the scheme via the website to keep the cost of administration to the
minimum. If you do not have access to the internet, ask a friend or one of your Group or one of
their officers or ask at your local library. Registering is a quick and straightforward process. I can
vouch for this, as I was one of the guinea-pigs who trialled it. If it works for me, it will work for
anybody!
You may register only one plant at a time, but you could register two or three plants separately. Each plant needs a separate registry, for Plant Guardianship is designed for small numbers of
plants only. If you wish to register more, it may be more appropriate to apply for a National Plant
Collection or, under the new rules , part of a Collection or a share in a nearby Collection or else use
the Plant Exchange (see Yvonne Radford about this) to conserve and distribute the plants.
How do you find out whether your plant is threatened? First, you ascertain that it has two or fewer
suppliers in the current RHS Plantfinder. There are other criteria if you find that your guardianship
is rejected, so don't be dejected - just ask Pauline or Noni for help. We may not be the founts of all
wisdom, but we usually know a phone number or website for someone who is! We are here to help.
Remember - the plant is yours. You are free to propagate it, sell your propagated plants at Plant
Fairs, give it to friends. A plant may have more than one Guardian. Once it has a certain number, it
can be considered to be out of danger of extinction and your conservation work for it is done. You
need to reregister your plant each March, so that the list can be kept up to date. You will be sent an
email reminder at the end of February. In order to run the Guardian system at minimum expense,
Plant Heritage will need your email address and phone number. these will NOT be put on the Plant
Guardian website, just the correct botanical name of the plant, (not its common name - ask Pauline
or Noni for advice on this) and its registration number will appear. As a Plant Guardian, you agree
to Plant Heritage giving your phone number or email to genuine enquirers about the plant. You are
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not required to give out plant material if you do not wish to or are unable. If you receive commercial enquiries, it is up to you how you deal with it!
Because Plant Heritage members are committed to conservation, we hope that you will want to
make material of your rare plant available. This can be done via the yearly Plant Exchange at the
National AGM - the next one is in Norwich and we will be there, but it is not necessary for a Plant
Guardian to attend. Yvonne Radford is our Plant Exchange officer and she will explain it to
you. Alternative ways to spread your plant are via Members' plant sales at meetings and Plant Fairs
or by gifts to friends and neighbours, but don't forget to mention Plant Heritage. We need publicity
for our conservation work and, as Tesco says, 'Every little helps' and they should know!

Pauline Clapp
September 2013

NCCPG - 28th AGM held 27 April 2013 – Holiday Inn – Winchester
(Hosted by the Hampshire combined with the Isle of Wight Groups)
(A brief resume of the meeting)
The Chairman Michael Alder began the meeting by reading a very encouraging letter from Clarence
House by the Prince of Wales our Patron. In his letter The Prince of Wales wrote how important
our work is and to continue supporting Plant Heritage in these hard economic times as its loss does
not bear thinking about.
Alan Titchmarsh our President for the last four years sent his apologies for not being with us. In his
letter he noted that the Hampshire Group was formed in 1982 under the presidency of John Hillier
and the first speaker was Roy Lancaster with appropriately “Garden Plants in Danger.” He wished
us well with the important Threatened Plant Project which will be instrumental in safeguarding our
cultivated plants and ensuring that the work carries on.
Chairman’s Report
Financially over the past five years I have recorded four deficits and one surplus. This had been a
successful year with only a small deficit. Whilst the balance sheet remains strong with net assets in
excess of £439,736 the Board will seek to address the deficit through an appeal in 2013. We need to
hold £139,000 in reserve to pay bills/salaries/etc if we have to close. I believe we have done everything to reduce expenditure to minimal levels and to maximise income. We need to build-up our
reserves to see us well into the future and enable us to grow.
The “Threatened Plants Project Appeal” needs support and a suggested £10 a month perhaps from
people who are unable for various reasons to become members. He would like to see more National
Collections and a resurrection of our educational work.
Membership was stable at approximately 4,000. It was nice to see some younger people with us
today but we would like more. We apparently have 1000 followers on Twitter.
Conservation Report
Mercy Morris reported that they had undertaken a survey of Collection Holders, Co-ordinators,
Group Officers and others for a new definition of a “National Plant Collection.” The important
words were ‘Stewardship’, ‘Discrete set of plants’, ‘Cultivation’ and ‘National Heritage’. The
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proposed categories of National Plant Collections are – Historic, Horticultural and Reference. As part of
this change the group recommended that the Plant Conservation committee take on a different role and
become pro-active in helping to define and scope collections from an early point rather than coming in to
make a judgement at the end of the process. The Co-ordinator’s role will therefore become focused on
helping to facilitate applications with help and advice coming from the PCC. Once the collection has
been agreed the Co-ordinator’s role will be to ensure other aspects of the Collection criteria are met.
They will continue to monitor and support the Collection and Holder.
Threatened Plants Project
In the absence of Dr Kalani Seymour Sophie Leguil reported that TPP, now entering its fourth year, is
proving to be an increasingly important tool to support the conservation efforts undertaken by the National Collection Holders and knowledgeable gardeners. In total 318 genera are now listed or are being
listed. Of these, 230 genera have been analysed to establish their ‘threatened or not threatened’ status.
More than 11,000 threatened cultivars have now been highlighted by the project but overall statistics are
little changed.
We can now tell Collection Holders which of their plants are endangered.
Plant Guardians – Not everyone can house a collection but an individual member with limited space and
resources can still contribute by conserving a threatened plant by offering stewardship of a single or small
group of plants.
Independent Accounts Report
The Chairman took us through the accounts and these were agreed. Warner Wilde Ltd were re-appointed
as Auditors.
Plant Exchange – Lloyd Kenyon informed us that there had been approximately 900 plants in the
exchange.
The meeting closed at 10.10am and an Open Forum took place.
Amongst several question & answers were the following:Who decides Garden worthiness of plants in collections?
Ans - Experts decide who have a list of criteria.
Why is £190K in reserves held by Groups?
Michael Alder responded that whilst the Trustees would like to have more money held centrally, they
were comfortable with groups having the autonomy to hold funds.
Plant finder – some plants have not been kept by nurseries for years. The RHS should make sure the
nursery lists are kept updated.
The AGM and Open Forum closed at 10.30am

Ann Celer
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THURSDAY 9TH JANUARY - NEW YEAR'S LUNCH at the WALTON
GATEWAY (formerly the Pike and Musket)
The inn stands at the entrance to the village of Walton on the A39, on the way to Street from Ashcott. The pub has been recently refurbished and has an excellent chef, serving very good food. (The King
William is unfortunately closed at present) 12.30 for 1 pm.
SET MENU
STARTERS

Cream of Mushroom Soup served with homemade bread
Tomato and Mozzarella Salad served with a balsamic dressing
Chicken Liver Parfait served with Pear Chutney and Crostinis

MAIN COURSES

ROASTED CHICKEN BREAST
Served with a chipolata, roast potatoes and seasonal vegetables.
GRILLED PORK CHOP
Served with apple sauce, creamy mash and seasonal vegetables.
PAN ROASTED SALMON FILLET
Served with new potatoes, seasonal vegetables and a dill and white wine sauce.
MUSHROOM AND TARRAGON RISOTTO
Served with shaved parmesan.

DESSERTS

LEMON POSSET
Served with fresh berries.
CHOCOLATE POT
Served with homemade shortbread.
HOMEMADE BREAD PUDDING
Served with custard.

AFTER DINNER COFFEE OR TEA - TWO COURSES £13.95 per head - THREE COURSES £17.95
Please inform Pauline of your choices by January 2nd. Telephone 01278 451631 or email clapppauline
@aol.com

We are pleased to welcome the following new members:
Mrs E Britton - Chard
Mr J Capern - Tickenham
Ms B Crouch - Cardiff
Ms M Macfarlane - Weston Super Mare
Mrs J Mann - Kingston St Mary
Mr D Pewsey - Bristol
Mrs E Winzer - Burtle
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Plant Heritage Somerset Group
PROGRAMME 2013/2014
All indoor meetings are held at Edington Village Hall
(north side of A39 between Bridgwater and Street) unless otherwise indicated
Members’ plant sale one hour before each lecture
Admission free for members, £4.00 non-members except where stated otherwise
Please contact Pauline Clapp for details of trips and Visits Early booking essential!
Tel 01278 451631 e-mail clapppauline@aol.com
Saturday 5 October
10.30
11.00
12.15
2.15
2.30

Saturday 16 November
1.30
2.15
2.30

Autumn Day
Members’ Plant Sale & coffee
Rob Evans ‘Alliums’
Bring and Share Lunch
Notices
Rob Evans ‘Tulips and other Bulbs’

Members’ Plant Sale & coffee
Notices
Helen Picton ‘The National Collection of Michaelmas
Daisies’

Saturday 7 December
11.00
12.00
1.00
2.15
2.30

Members’ Plant Sale & coffee
AGM
Bring and Share Christmas Lunch
Notices
Yvonne Best ‘Grandma’s Garden’

Thursday 9 January

New Year’s Lunch—Walton Gateway at 12.30 for 1pm

Saturday 8 February

Collection Holders’ Lunch

Saturday 15 February
1.30
2.15
2.30

Members’ Plant Sale & coffee
Notices
John Trott—Bonsai: A talk and practical demonstration
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Saturday 29 March
1.30
2.15
2.30

Members’ Plant Sales & Coffee
Notices
Sally Gregson—Shady Ladies and Damp Damsels

Saturday 19 April

Spring Plant Fair at Lower Severalls

Wed 7 May—Sun 11 May Visit to the Gardens of Norfolk
Saturday 7 June

Cannington Spring Plant Fair

Saturday 5 July
1.30
2.15
2.30

Members’ Plant Sales & Coffee
Notices
Gerald Fisher—Bees and the Gardener

July (Date to be arranged) Visit to Wildside and the Garden House by coach. Cost about
£35
Saturday 26 July
1.30
2.15
2.30

Members’ Plant Sales & Coffee
Notices
Roy Cheek—The Gardens of Mauritius and the Seychelles

Fri/Sat 1/2 August

Taunton Flower Show

Saturday 13 September

Autumn Plant Fair at Nynehead Court, Nr Wellington

Saturday 27 OR Sunday
28 September

Visit National Collection of Michaelmas Daisies at Old Court
Nurseries, then on to Malvern Autumn Show
Coach and Entrances approx £35

Saturday 4 October
11.00
12.30
2.15
2.30

Autumn Day
Jane Moore—National Collection of Cotinus
Bring and share lunch
Notices
Nigel Rowland—Ferns and Other Shade Lovers

Saturday 1 November
1.30
2.15
2.30

Members’ Plant Sale and Coffee
Notices
Sally Gregson—The Ornamental Vegetable Garden

Saturday 6 December
12.00
1.00
2.30

A.G.M.
Bring and Share Lunch
Sue Applegate—From Plant to Plate (with a Christmas Flavour)
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Visit to the gardens of Norfolk - Wednesday, May 7th to Sunday, May 11th, 2014
Hotel: Holiday Inn (formerly the Hilton), Norwich. Half board.
Travel: Bakers Dolphin executive coach
Cost: Hotel and travel: 25+ on coach £396, 45+ £342. The more we are, the cheaper it gets!
garden entrances: £55 approx.
N.B. Single supplement at this hotel is normally £100 for our length of stay. However, Bakers
have negotiated to allow us 5 rooms free of supplement, 5 more at a supplement of £55. After that,
single supplement will cost £100. To make it fair, I propose to share all single supplement charges
between all single rooms, so that each person pays the same. If you require a single room, it is vital
that you let me know as soon as possible.
Gardens to be visited: Anglesey Abbey (on way), Cambridge Botanic (on way home), Fairhaven
Woodland and Water Garden, East Ruston Old Vicarage, Sandringham, The Bishop's House Garden in Norwich beside the cathedral and colourful market, Bressingham Gardens.
Please note: The annual National AGM of Plant Heritage will be held at the weekend from Friday,
May 9th to Sunday, May 11th at an hotel in the centre of Norwich. It is hoped that some of our
members who wish to join in the AGM or other events may be able to do so. More information
later.
Deposit: £50. Cheque payable to Bakers Dolphin, please. Last date for deposit: 31.12.2013. Try
to pay me at the December Christmas and AGM meeting on Sat. December 7th at the latest, please;
before, if you possibly can, especially if you require a single room! Cheques may also be sent by
post to: Mrs P.M. Clapp, Penwood Farm, Chedzoy, nr Bridgwater, Somerset. TA7 8RW. If you
require more information, please email me at clapppauline@aol.com or telephone 01278 451631.
Booking forms will be available at the Autumn Day on Saturday, October 5th.

Plant Heritage Somerset Web Site
The Somerset Branch has its own web site at www.plantheritagesomerset.org.uk. The site went live
on Saturday 23rd March 2013. The layout is straightforward, consisting of an Index on the left hand
side, from which all the various pages can be accessed. To change to a different page click on the
item in the index. It is not necessary to use the return button.
The site has been checked against the most common web browsers: i.e.Firefox, IE 7, Chrome. The
files in pdf format, are also being duplicated in html format which all browsers should recognise.
The news page is updated on a regular basis with information on forthcoming events. When an update occurs, members who have given their e-mail address are informed.
If you would like to be informed of updates and other news, please send your e-mail address to:
web@plantheritagesomerset.org.uk. The photographs page is available to display relevant pictures
of Plant Heritage events and visits. We would be grateful for contributions.
Ken Armstrong - Web Master
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Outing to Devon 25th June
We were to be guests of 2 regular supporters at our plant fairs. It was most interesting to see their
growing areas. Four cars arrived at Millwood Plants, just south of Umberleigh to visit what I would
describe as one of the best kept nurseries I have ever visited. The plants were immaculate; the whole
place was incredibly tidy for a working nursery. We all fell in love with the Indian young man, Paul,
who gave us the introductory chat. He came to England to study for his Masters degree in business
studies. He met nursery owner Gary and began working at the nursery and is now a partner. Paul is a
fast learner as his knowledge of the plants he is selling is first class. I had no intention of buying anything but couldn’t resist the temptation to buy 2 plants (some of our party bought many more!)
Gary and Paul are creating a larger plant sale display area, when not busy propagating, and in their
“spare moments” have made a delightful woodland garden in a shady glade on the site. Tea, coffee
and homemade cake were pressed upon us. I would recommend a visit if you are in the area.
(Two months after we visited I rang to check with Paul I had the facts correct for this article. Not only
did he remember what I bought; he remembered what I had expressed an interest in, which was not
for sale –how is that for efficiency?)
We left there and enjoyed a sociable picnic on the grass verge close to Peter Lindley’s Hidden Valley
Nursery just off the road from Umberleigh to Great Torrington. On arrival we had a job to drag people off the plant stall Peter had set up for us, to start the guided tour of the large garden. Carefully
managed, but natural, a lot of hard work went into make what appears to be a meadow that has always
been there, trees planted, landscaping with diggers, entrances moved, yet it looks as if man was not
involved. To keep the very old courtyard looking as it does, “ like a very old courtyard”, requires
much more effort than one would imagine unless it is explained.
There are a lot of shade loving plants in this garden, none of which are common; we had a great many
facts about each one on our way round. Peter used to work at Notcutts, Bagshot, but made the decision about 20yrs ago to move out of the Home Counties to a paradise with no near neighbours and a
lot of land.
The area where Peter grows his plants is a long way from where he parks his van, so every plant fair
Peter attends involves quite a few trips up hill and down dale with his trolley. Welcome cold drinks
on a warm, sunny afternoon concluded our visit. In both nurseries it was a pleasure to see lovingly
tended plants grown for sale by caring knowledgeable owners.

Penny Berry

Tynings Nursery Open Day
Those of us who went to Jane and Toni's Plant Heritage Open Day at Tynings on Sunday
18 August had a really lovely afternoon. Their mothers put on a really beautiful tea with plates of
sandwiches and cakes galore. The sun shone, their collection of Passiflora, climbers and other plants
were looking great. We just sat there and basked in it all.

Ann Celer
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Pelargoniums
In March this year, David Victor, who holds the National Collection of species Pelargoniums here in
Somerset, came and gave us a talk with the intriguing title “My Pelargoniums are yellow not red!”,
which I have attempted to report below.
Members enjoyed David's talk so much that we followed it with a visit to his collection in the wilds of
Somerset towards the Brendon Hills (and the note in the Collection Holders Handbook is very apposite;
we got horribly lost!)
Linnaeus classified members of the Geranium
family (Geraniaceae) according to the shape of the
fruit:Geranium ~ “Crane’s bill”
Erodium ~ “Heron’s bill”
Pelargonium ~ Stork's bill
(Pelargoniums were split again 50 years later by a
Frenchman, adding
Monsonia (after Lady Monson)).
Of these, Monsonia and Geranium flowers are
radially symmetrical, while those of Erodium and
Pelargonium are bilaterally symmetrical.

Pelargonium rapaceum

In the Geraniaceae the numbers of fertile stamens also differ:In Pelargonium there are 2 to 7 fertile ones (out of 10), the rest being staminodes
In Erodium
“
5
“
“
“
In Geranium
“
10
“
“
In Monsonia
“
15
“
(out of 15)
The position of the nectary tube also varies; in Pelargonium it is between the top two petals, while in
the others it is in the middle of the flower.
All pelargoniums derive from the South African area, though some have radiated over time to Australia
and odd islands here and there. There are now around 300 species. Those we grow in our gardens are
peculiar in that they have decorative flowers, red, white or pink, palmate leaves, fibrous roots and are
summer growing. They originate from the Eastern side of the South African coast where there are trade
winds bringing rain, and they flower in summer.
The wild plants which David grows come from the Western coast of South Africa, which is very dry for
most of the year. For a few weeks in August and September, the cold Benguela current meets the warm
Angolan current, bringing mist, and some rain plus snow to the S.W. corner of the Cape Province from
Cape Town up to Southern Namibia.
The plants that David grow fall into what is known as the xerophytic clade (“clade”, meaning descended from a common ancestor). Characteristics of these plants include tuberous roots or succulent
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stems, winter growth and spring flowering, with dormancy in the summer. The flowers are frequently
yellow, white or pink, splashed with red markings. The leaves are highly variable and often not present when flowering takes place. The wide variation in size and form reflects the small number of
pollinators for plants in South Africa.
There are 130 species in this clade divided into 6 groups (botanical Sections) and they come from the
newest part of S. Africa which, during the last 50 million years, has gone from wet to dry conditions
and new species have evolved to cope with the dryness.
The 6 Sections which David grows are:Cortusina containing 9 species (1 tuberous), including P. magentum and P. echinatum which has a
very thorny skin.
Ligularia with 10 species, 1 tuberous, incl.P. fulgidum, a 4ft scrambler with vermilion flowers and P.
sericifolium, small with cerise flowers from NW corner of South Africa.
Otidia with 20 species, some tuberous, others not. The name derives from the Greek word for “ear”,
reflecting two small projections at the base of the upper two petals, which protect the nectary tube
from access by the wrong pollinators. Two taxa have recently been discovered that do not have that
feature, which clearly indicates a change of pollinator from bees to hovering, long proboscid flies. As
a result, one of these has been named “anauris”, meaning “without ears”, leading to the “eared plant
without ears”. A good example of botanical humour!
Polyactium has 7 species, all tuberous with very short stems, incl. P. radulifolium, yellow and black
flowers which are evening scented and pollinated by moths, and P. triste with leaves up to 20ins long,
which grows in pure sand, 20 -30 ins. deep.
Magnistipulacea as the name suggests these have very large stipules. They are summer growing and
from the E. Cape. There are 10 species. One sub-group of these has finely divided petals, giving a
most unusual appearance (see illustration of P. schizopetalum).
Hoarea contains 80 species or more of which David grows 60(!) and is the largest group in Pelargonium. They are all tuberous and true geophytes, the tubers growing beneath the surface of the soil.
They show variation in:
flower colour, 1/3 having white flowers, 1/3 pink, 1/3 yellow or cream e.g. P. punctatum
while P.incrassatum is cerise and P.auritum var. auritum is black.
flower shape, P.luteolum having typical 2, 2 and 1 arrangement of petals, whereas in
P. rapaceum (see illustration) , they form a tube. Some like P. ochroleucium employ mimicry,
the petals forming a centre like a scabious, again reflecting the lack of pollinators.
petal number, e.g. P. leipoldtii has only 2 petals while the sepals look like petals.
number of fertile stamens, e.g. P. oblongatum has 5, P. curviandrum 4, P. triandrum 3,
and P. punctatum 2. The fertile stamens touch and meet underneath forming a platform.
leaf shapes, these are very variable.
Cultivation and propagation
The annual growth cycle of most of these plants is from October to March when they are in leaf.
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From April many drop their leaves, then
flower from the beginning of June, form seed
and then become dormant. They are kept in a
glasshouse with the thermostat set at a minimum of 6C in a compost consisting of a little
soil plus 2/3 gravel, pumice and grit in deep
pots, with very little water, every 2-3 weeks,
and fed only when re-potted. In the wild the
most they receive is 8 ins p.a., many only 20 40 mm.
Propagation is by stem cuttings of the succulent ones or by seed after hand-pollination.
Wind dispersal of seed occurs very fast when
Pelargonium schizopetalum
growing naturally and seeds are incredible shapes,
with coiled appendages which expand and contract, pulling the seed into the ground, after a needle sharp point pierces the surface.
These amazing plants, so well adapted to their natural habitat, are very vulnerable to disturbance by
human activities and are not well protected at present. Some rare species fetch high prices at auction. The Overberg Conservation Trust has been set up to try to protect some of the species and it is
hoped that they will be successful.
David was warmly thanked for this excellent lecture and also for the visit which was much appreciated.

Sheila Chambers

Plant Labelling
As most of you know if you sell your plants at our Plant Sales/Meetings you receive 75% and Plant
Heritage 25%.
For new plant sellers, the plants need two labels one clearly marked with your name and price of
the plant and the other should give the plant name, i.e. genus, species and/or cultivar as far as possible and it is useful to give the colour, height and whether tender. If you are not sure of the name,
experienced members are happy to help, so do ask! There is usually a Plant Finder book around
too.
It is very embarrassing when selling your plants if we are unable to give buyers the proper information. It goes without saying that the plants should be free of weeds, dead foliage and snails. Hard
to believe but an abundance of snails had to be left at Taunton!! It is important that Plant Heritage
plants look their very best.
There are fine tip indelible pens on the Merchandise stand at £1.50 each.

Ann Celer
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PLANT EXCHANGE 2014
It is the time of year when we have to think about the forthcoming Plant Exchange
for 2014. Please will you all look to see if there are any plants you can offer for the
Plant Exchange. The criterion for the plants is - ‘that the plant offered is not in more
than two Nurseries in the Plant Finder’ It does not have to be in at all.
The exchange takes place in the Spring at the National AGM, but the offers and
wants lists have to be back in soon.
The list will soon be out for you to request any plant, so please think of plants you
may be able to acquire.
Yvonne Radford

West of England Seed Distribution 2013/2014
This year I am pleased to report that Herefordshire Plant Heritage and Somerset Gardens Trust have
joined the seed exchange scheme. They are most welcome.
The seed list gives members the opportunity to obtain seeds for free which are rare, unavailable elsewhere and many more common ones. The cost of the postage and packaging is paid by the treasurer for
each group according to the number of recipients of seeds in the group. Last year it was £1.73 per person. Seeds do not come any cheaper. In the Spring I paid £4 for a packet of four cucumber seeds. Two
germinated, one was a dwarf bearing tiny fruits and the other grew to four feet with no cucumbers!
Unwins kindly refunded my £4.
As gardeners we all know there are no guarantees with openly or closed pollinated flowers. But if only
a few seeds germinate, conservation and preservation of the species will have been achieved. At present, I have growing on well, four Rosa sp. ex coll. ACE China, tall single white and two Francoa sp.
from Vulcan Chillan, Chile; I trust that these plants in turn, produce seed.
Please take time to collect seeds from your garden and post them to me anytime between now and 26th
November, 2013. The seed list will be available from mid December 2013. Orders should be returned
by the end of January 2014.
Thank you to all who contribute seeds. The success of the West of England Seed Distribution depends
on your efforts. It is, I am sure, worthwhile.

Jean Guthrie
Rosebrook House, Dinmore, Hereford. HR4 8ED
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PLANT HERITAGE
Somerset Group
(Reg Charity Nr: 1059504)
Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of the Somerset
Group of Plant Heritage (NCCPG) will be held in Edington Village Hall on
Saturday 07 December 2013 at 12 noon.
AGENDA
1 Apologies for absence
2 Minutes of the AGM held on 01 December 2012
3 Matters arising from the Minutes
4 President’s welcome
5 Chairman’s report
6 Report from Council Delegate
7 To receive and adopt the Statement of Accounts for the year ending
31 October 2013
8 Report from Collection’s Co-ordinator
9 Election of Officers – Chairman, Vice Chairman, Treasurer and Secretary
10 Election of Committee
The following members are eligible for re-election:Mrs Noni Bemrose Mrs Pauline Clapp Mrs Sheila Chambers
Mrs Joan Warren Mrs Margaret Adams Mrs Barbara Barnwell
Mr Donald Everitt Mr Ken Armstrong Mr Alan Spencer
11 New Year’s lunch at the Walton Gateway
——oOo——

At the close of the meeting there will be time for questions
Following the business meeting there will be a Bring and Share lunch for everyone.
At 2.30pm the speaker will be Yvonne Best on “Grandma’s Garden”
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Rosa The Lady Gardener (‘Ausbrass’)
was launched at the Chelsea Flower Show in
support of Plant Heritage.
It has large apricot Blooms and a rich tea
fragrance.
Available bare-rooted from November:
£17.95
www.davidaustinroses.com

Bulbs all shapes
and sizes
Great catalogue
Home grown specialities include Galanthus,
Iris Unguicularis forms
and Camassia
Burnt House Farm
10% discount on
orders over £40.
Quote NCCPG offer

Mid Lambrook
South Petherton
Somerset
TA13 5HE
Tel: 01460 242177
www.avonbulbs.co.uk
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Friendly family run Nursery.
Unusual plants & old favourites.

Perennials, unusual basket plants, Roses,
Herbs, Fruit trees, Climbers,
Shrubs, Ornamental Containers.
Tea shop & gardens open in Summer,
Home-made Cream Teas & Cakes,
Morning Coffee.
Mini digger & driver hire, garden landscaping & earth sculpting
Open 10am to 5pm. 7 days
01823 400234/07887 654802
www.white-post.co.uk
info@white-post.co.uk
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